EDITOR'S LETTER

Stepping Into History
By Rachel Riederer Brooklyn, NY

June 8, 2016

In this month’s Editor’s Letter, Rachel Riederer talks with artist Alicia Grullón about reenacting
crucial political moments, from labor actions in the Bronx to famous Texas ﬁlibusters.

I remember crowding around a laptop with friends to watch Wendy Davis’s ﬁlibuster in the Texas State Senate. Her eleven-hour speech was an
attempt to block a bill imposing restrictions that would cause many abortion clinics to close. Even on a tiny computer screen and halfway across the
country, you could feel the energy and tension in the statehouse, all the way up until she completed the ﬁlibuster, to the raucous chanting of
supporters that ﬁlled the statehouse hallways. So when I heard about Alicia Grullón’s reenactment of the ﬁlibuster at BRIC House as part of the
exhibition “Whisper or Shout: Artists in the Social Sphere,” I wondered what it would be like to see a a reenactment of a moment that had already
been so well documented.
Grullón’s performance piece was urgent and moving. Hearing the text of the ﬁlibuster spoken aloud by someone who is not a lawyer or a politician
gave the words new weight, and it was striking to see Grullón in person, dealing with fatigue as well as the often openly hostile environment. After
her performance, we talked about how she came to incorporate reenactments into her artistic practice, what it means to change the identity of one
of the actors in a political moment, and the radical empathy of putting yourself into someone else’s shoes. On June 17th, Grullón will perform a

reenactment of Bernie Sanders’s eight-and-a-half hour ﬁlibuster of the Bush tax cuts, as part of the Of the People exhibition at Smack Mellon in
Brooklyn.
Creative Time Reports (Rachel Riederer, associate editor): How did you start to do reenactments as a part of your artistic practice?
Alicia Grullón: It comes from needing to document and thinking of different ways to document. I started off in a Drama BFA and realized I hated it. I
didn’t hate performing, but just everything that went along with it: auditioning, casting, needing to rely on others to do something. You need a place,
a writer, a director etc.—I wanted to be more self-sufﬁcient.
So when I made the decision not to pursue acting anymore, I started thinking of other choices, which went back to my interests, mainly
photography. Being trained as a photographer and looking at photography’s practice, process, and traditions I see I have always had a need to
document. I think these questions come up with my reenactments: How can I document with my body through performance? How is this different
from traditional forms of documenting?
CTR: What was your ﬁrst reenactment?
AG: My ﬁrst reenactment was Illegal Death, in 2007. That was in response to an undocumented worker from Honduras who was found frozen to
death in the forests of Long Island in February of 2007. Temperatures had dropped to about minus 2 F°. The area where he was found was very
close to an LIRR train station. What stood out the most for me was the absence of dignity and the loneliness. This city has a huge homeless
population and many have died on the streets in the same manner.
CTR: How did that work? Were you reenacting the process of freezing and dying…?
AG: I staged the reenactment in Van Cortlandt Park in The Bronx. It was a couple of weeks after the incident, and there was snow on the ground. I
went into the forest and looked for a location that would act like shelter if I were to be in that situation. I took some things with me—a backpack and
the documenting gear I needed. There was a fallen tree with branches around it forming a hut-like structure. That’s where I set up.
I had intentionally chosen an area away from walking paths but still relatively near to one. My idea was to follow as closely as I could choices he
might’ve made not to be found, be safe and still within reach. This may have been pragmatic. Perhaps he was close to the LIRR station in order to
get to work. The path from me was barely visible. I watched it as laid in the snow for about two hours or so, cold. No one passed by. It was winter
and people were indoors less likely to go out for a walk.

In 2010, I was asked to re-stage the piece for the Bronx Latin American Biennial at the Bronx Museum of Arts. I set it up on the balcony with the
same idea: “How could I re-stage it here on the balcony of the museum if I needed shelter?” I collected branches and leaves from the area and set
up a found wooden pallet. I laid on the balcony for about 4 hours. It was early autumn so it got chilly at the end of the night. The following year I restaged it again for El Museo del Barrio’s S-Files at Socrates Park. Each time it changed a little bit. At Socrates Park, I set up a little ﬁre pit, had a
cooler with some religious items in it and a few blankets. I laid there for 4 hours as well.
CTR: You’re literally putting yourself in other people’s shoes. It’s a radical act of empathizing and relating. How do you feel at the end of one of these
reenactments?
AG: I’m exhausted. Each one is different though. For Illegal Death, I really wasn’t talking, so I was very much aware of my body. Being able to be
motionless and focus on my breath impacted me the most.
No Cookies, was much more engaging. I reenacted the ten-month strike of

Being able to be motionless and
focus on my breath impacted
me the most.

Stella D’Oro workers in Kingsbridge in the Northwest Bronx and their
striking of a Wall Street corporation, Brynwood Partners, which bought the
company in 2006.
Stella D’oro had provided real working wages, insurance and pensions—
everything that we want to provide our workers with. People were sending

their kids to school and they were thriving. When Brynwood bought the business, they refused to provide these beneﬁts. So workers struck. They
were out there in the rain and snow everyday. The case went to court and the workers won. After 3 months, Brynwood sold the company and
operations were shipped to South Carolina.
When I did the reenactment, the strike had ended a year earlier and the factory had closed down. I recreated some of the signs I had kept account
of and made cookies. It was interesting to have people pass by and say, “Yes!” Go!” Some didn’t realize the strike was over and didn’t know the
results of it. At some point I did tell them. Some Stella D’oro workers who still lived in the area came out and participated. They told me their stories.
I grew up in the area so for those ten months, I saw people ﬁght to keep living with a bit more dignity—that experience was tremendously
empowering. Doing No Cookies was different from Illegal Death because I was talking, moving around and getting ﬁred up about issues on
neighbor’s minds. It was very thought provoking. I had conversations on what changes could take place. We talked about worker’s rights, our

changing neighborhoods, and what that meant. It was also fun at the same time—offering people cookies getting their attention and having them
talk. It was more hopeful and social.
It wasn’t Illegal Death, where the solitude was immense and it weighed a lot and it was hard to talk afterwards. After the doing it at the Bronx
Museum, my childhood friend waited for me. Reengaging again with another human being was difﬁcult.

CTR: That’s interesting because in Filibuster, you’re engaging with other human beings through recordings. What was that like?
AG: Goodness that was all about the moment. I didn’t rehearse it.
CTR: You didn’t? I just assumed that you had. I watched a lot of the Wendy Davis ﬁlibuster and a lot of your cadences were so reminiscent of hers.
AG: I watched the recording many times and I guess that’s the difference between theater and performance art. You’re not meant to rehearse it; it’s
meant to happen. That’s something that I’ve always identiﬁed with. The improvisational parts of performance, just being there and letting the words
take you where they need to go. She didn’t rehearse. She just wrote it. She’s a lawyer, so she can spew out speciﬁc legalities like nobody’s business.
I cannot.
I was there and reading it, responding to some of the dumb things that were being said by the conservative state senators in opposition. There were
very much gut reactions for me. After having read the testimonies from families—and knowing the law more speciﬁcally, it’s kind of like a video

camera zooming in and the feeling becomes that much more heightened.
CTR: I had forgotten about the parts where legislators were threatening her with jail time.
AG: Yes and it was a quite dysfunctional moment to threaten her with that. I think right after that, Senator Deuell used the speciﬁc words of, “I’ll let
you”. He changed his verb from ‘let’ to ‘go ahead’. This goes back to the patriarchal control of everything; especially white, male control over
situations. For me, that was a very present and large part of what fueled me to do the ﬁlibuster. Yes, it is a women’s issue. When you highlight and
focus on women of color, you can’t just deny all the choices that have been made to deny us access to life. That’s quite a contradiction to what
these senators are promoting.
CTR: You have mentioned the idea that having a woman of color—instead of a white woman—in this position transforms the experience. Can you
talk about that?
AG: It goes back to that absence in dialogues about feminism. It goes back to recognizing that there have been many women’s voices that have
been left out of this greater dialogue. I think that is one of the reasons why the feminist movement in the past wasn’t more, because of the absence
of women of color’s experience as the feminist experience. Feminists didn’t deal with the signiﬁcation of race here. When we deal with pro-choice
measures, we also have to think about things like forced sterilization and experimentation. Women of color did not have a choice in those instances.
The set of reproductive choices that one woman may have because of her economic and/or educational freedom is a different set of choices for
someone else that does not have those choices. For me, the ﬁlibuster is one of those moments where that absence is made very present.
CTR: I noticed that you had a copy of Angela Davis’s Women, Race & Class. Can you talk about that stack of books you had? Were they something
you added?
AG: It was something I added. Angela Davis has a whole chapter devoted to reproduction rights. She takes us through a history of it in that
particular book. The other books were Art on my Mind by bell hooks, Coco Fusco’s The Bodies That Were Not Ours. All these women write about
that absence of women of color in larger discourses of art, politics, culture, and history. They’ve always been inspiring for me, got me through
graduate school and I thought it ﬁtting to have them there as my resources other stages on feminism that has always been.
CTR: It’s really nice to think of that particular set of people being right there with you.

AG: That’s as close as I’m getting to them. [chuckle] It was comforting, in a way, to think I have these great thinkers’ books on my desk and their
books are their way of ﬁlling in the absence. They’re very much there and not apologetic about it in any way.
CTR: You had some other objects up there on the desk beside you as well. What were those?
AG: There were cowry shells, and corn and beans and rice, marigold leaves, jasmine buds and rose buds. These are medicinal herbs and cultural
connections for me. They represent other women’s voices and histories I wanted to have with me on that day. Many women are persistently absent
from these dialogues because of institutional economic, class, and educational structures. They’re pushed aside and not acknowledged but are
very much part of the experience and history.
CTR: For the ﬁlibuster, how long was the performance all in all?
AG: It was from 10 am – 9 pm. I ﬁnished at nine and it was eleven hours. I only looked at the clock twice because I had to look up for a second. We
ended at the eleventh hour.
CTR: I’m curious about the experience of standing and talking for eleven hours. It sounds like you really engaged by not watching the clock. Were
you exhausted or was it giving you energy?
AG: There was a point where my shoulders hurt a lot. I had a nice conversation with Wendy Davis in preparation for this. She was very supportive
with her time. It was an incredible twenty minutes of my life talking to someone I admire. I remember she said there was one point where she was
especially ﬁred up. At that moment, time just ﬂew for her. There was a moment where I thought, “This must have been it.” It was the second attempt
to derail her. After that it just felt like I ﬂew and I didn’t want to stop.

CTR: Did you feel like it was a challenge to stay focused that entire time or did the material keep you in it?
AG: The material certainly kept me in it. That’s the incredible thing about this particular ﬁlibuster; it takes you through all of these different
perspectives on this issue. It’s a women’s health issue, it’s an issue of accessibility, it’s an issue of class, and it goes back to the issue of race.
I had to be alert because there was legal terminology that was really
difﬁcult. I had to make sure I was making sense—if something I said wasn’t
making sense to me, I know it really wouldn’t make sense to other people.
CTR: In the part that I saw, there was this huge emphasis on the part of the
male senators who were giving comments—almost an obsession—on
keeping the tone collegial. They prefaced everything by saying how much
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they appreciated the nice tone that everyone was maintaining. It struck me
that it was this weird denial of the fact that they were in combat with each other. That tone changes a lot over the course of the eleven hours.
AG: They had to keep civil. It’s funny because when Senator Davis is called out, it seems that they just want her to stay in her place because she’s a
woman. As a woman of color, it’s a doubly “stay in your place” message. Their needing to keep a nice tone and demeanor comes across as
arrogant and comical at some point. I don’t know if it’s cultural, but it’s funny that you pointed it out because no one is really being nice.
I think the only person who was actually civil towards her was Senator Lucio. Their interaction was quite moving. We know he voted for the bill
because he’s a Catholic and pro-life. She went to the extent of saying that he was her dearest friend and colleague in senate and the bill was the
only thing they’d disagreed on. Everyone else was just calling her out on things unjustiﬁably.
CTR: The condescending tone of the questions is really striking. I wonder if you were thinking about modulating your responses in a certain way. In
terms of tone, were you tempted to ﬁght back more? There is this weird disconnect between the commenters tone and the content. I’m wondering
how you experience this on your side by reading the material and responding to their voices.

AG: In a sense, it’s still playing the game. Even though you want to tell them to piss off, you can’t. I know she couldn’t. You’re still at your job, and
this is part of your job. We’ve all had moments where someone says something condescending, mean or ﬂippant. It’s the workplace so you can’t
really say “You’re a jerk” although you’re thinking it. That was the adrenaline that kept me going and kept me focused: Knowing to keep our decorum
and respond in a way that promotes more dialogue that’s actually getting us somewhere. We want to say these things, but at the end of the game it
just makes us angry. How are we going to get point b?
CTR: Do you have plans to take this performance elsewhere?
AG: No, I don’t think so. This may be a once-in-a-lifetime kind of thing. Senator Davis isn’t going to do this particular ﬁlibuster again.
CTR: It’s a pretty incredible feat.
AG: It’s incredible to have completed it. I’m very grateful for having been invited to participate in this show. I think all of the artists address very
pressing issues in different ways and are trying to promote more dialogue. It’s very timely. Everything has changed. There are movements all around
the world led by everyday people pushing progress forward. Seeing that art is a tool is very important to understand in order to access dialogue
and action. We’re compromised everyday and need to be pushed to really change how we live and are in this world. I think that all of us in this
particular show are trying to present the alternatives.
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Like the food on our upermarket helve, pulic artwork appear to u with their hitor of laor relation motl
ocured. We perhap top to nap a photograph of the work, or to render judgment on the ite it occupie, ut that
artwork hould populate thoe ite, and how and wh thoe artwork came to arrive there, can e a ea to take for
granted a the hidden provenance of the packaged foodtu  we to into our grocer cart.
Much pulic art in the United tate ha een funded  Percent for Art program, which tipulate that a certain
mall percentage (tpicall etween 0.5%–2%) of eligile government-funded contruction cot mut e pent on
pulic art. The rt uch program wa implemented in Philadelphia in 1959. Twent-eight tate, and man more
citie, currentl have Percent for Art legilation on the ook. New York Cit’ program, igned into law  Maor d
Koch in 1982, ha commiioned nearl 300 project ince it inception.
Mot rationale for pulic art program emphaize civic-minded virtue. On thi view, pulic art — er in the alt
diet of the poli — i conidered an inherent good for the citizenr, elieved to promote a rout ene of communit
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and place. While it ma well e the cae that, like vitamin or Mueli, pulic art i inherentl good for the od politic,
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it i worth keeping in mind that Percent for Art program actuall originate out of Depreion-era New Deal
legilation deigned, rt and foremot, to give unemploed artit work. The initial health goal wa not civic renewal
ut jo creation.
A oth a work of art and a propoed environmental ordinance, Alicia Grullón’ Percent for Green project throw into
relief ome of the wherefore and wh ehind Percent for Art legilation and pulic art more generall. For the
ongoing project, which he refer to a a work of “ocial culpture,” Grullón ha conducted environmental jutice
workhop at mueum (The ronx Mueum of the Art), gallerie (Longwood Art Galler) and communit center
(NYCHA etance Communit Center) throughout New York Cit, ometime pulihing one-o roadide featuring
participant’ written and artitic repone. The workhop, oriented toward the environmental health concern of
communitie of color, have provided the ai for a propoed piece of eponmou environmental legilation.
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Modeled after the New York Cit law to which it title allude, the Percent for Green ill propoe to earmark 1% of
Cit-funded contruction cot to upport green initiative in undererved neighorhood. At rt luh, uch polic
amition, however urgent, eem quixotic in the face of trapped municipal udget and leak political realitie. ut
legilative art ha achieved polic uccee efore, if low and hard-fought one, uch a Laurie Jo Renold’ Tamm

Year Ten project, which reulted in the 2013 cloing of the Tamm Correctional Center, a former upermax prion in
outhern Illinoi. And even during the time when the legilative outcome remain undetermined, the project itelf can
raie awarene around an iue. In the pat ear, for example, Aviva Rahmani’ “lued Tree” ha garnered
maintream attention for it attempt to halt the expanion of a ga pipeline in Peekkill, New York through the clever
ue of artitic copright law.
Whether or not Grullón’ propoed ill eventuall pae into law, it tructural parallel to the cit’ Percent for Art
law are telling. In oth cae, the one-percent gure, while etter than nothing, make the program eem a token form
147
of patronage, one of thoe op uine occaionall throw culture to maintain appearance. In an artitic context,
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epeciall that of pulic art, thi level of uid, while perhap a it patronizing, nonethele make a certain intuitive
ene. We want art around, for a variet of reaon, ut we don’t imagine it erve a eential a civic function a the
ite and uilding it ha een commiioned to adorn.
In an ecological context, however — and here lie Grullón’ eential provocation — that one-percent, a loaded gure
pot-Occup, appear downright candalou in it paltrine. The cienti c conenu around climate change ugget
that the cale of Grullón’ propoed uid remain wholl inadequate to the cale and urgenc of the prolem. Much
more need to happen, much ooner, in our local communitie and eond. oth Percent ill eek to improve
citizen’ well-eing, ut in Percent for Green the civic health at take i not merel metaphorical. The ronx, for
example, ha the wort air qualit and highet athma rate among New York Cit’ orough.
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The prolem in’t that Percent for Green ak for too little. It’ that the little it ak for till feel like an enormou ak.
In modeling her propoed ill after a modet, commonl adopted form of art legilation, Grullón dare lawmaker
and art world onlooker to dicredit the propoal a unrealitic and overamitiou. Almot unwittingl, the project
function a a Rorchach tet meauring the extent of it audience’ cnicim. Dimiing it legilative amition a
hopelel quixotic contriute to the prolem the project eek to redre.
147

lewhere in her artitic practice, Grullón perform re-enactment of politicall charged hitorical event, mot
recentl her April 13 re-enactment, at RIC Houe in rookln, of Texa enator Wend Davi’ eleven-hour-long 2013
liuter againt a retrictive aortion ill. uch performance are of a piece with the geture of propoing legilation
a a work of art. oth tpe of work operate through a ditinctive form of mimei. Under the aegi of art, the tage
cenario, all too realitic, that make viile the quiet crueltie of the political proce. ut rather than top there, elfati ed with holding a mirror up to nature, Percent for Green trive to e ect concrete, poitive change in the world.
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A uch, Percent for Green put the lie to the idea that artit intereted in politic would e etter erved directing
their energie toward politic proper than art-making. Not onl are the two activitie co-extenive for Grullón ut
propoing the ill a art a ord her otherwie unavailale angle of political approach. Literar critic Ro Nixon ha
coined the term “low violence” to decrie the largel inviile, long-term environmental depredation viited upon
diadvantaged communitie and culture a a reult of climate change. In the face of thi predicament, art uch a

Grullón’ provide a wa to make viile what might otherwie remain inviile. A propoed legilation, the ill would
likel e a footnote in the minute of a communit oard meeting or in local newpaper. Framed a art, it not onl ha
a etter chance to ecome viile ut even, mae, enacted.
Correction: A previou verion of thi article tated Alicia Grullón worked at The Laundromat Project. Thi i incorrect; he
work at NYCHA etance Communit Center. Thi ha een amended.
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Last night, at just past hour eight of Alicia Grullón’s full reenactment of Wendy Davis’s historic 2013 libuster in the Texas
State Senate, the artist was looking tired. She had come to the point in the proceedings when heated bickering broke out
across the oor over whether the Senator had violated the rules by allowing a colleague to help her into a back-brace.

Judging by the live feed that playing throughout the day, the artist’s stamina had been pretty good overall. Now, though,
with perspiration on her brow and her weight shifting rapidly from foot to foot, she seemed to be fading. The thought
occurred to me that it was possible Grullón might not be able to stick it out as long as Davis, who spoke another three
hours beyond this point in her attempt to block Senate Bill 5 from going to a vote. The bill, as many will recall, attempted to
ban abortions 20 weeks post-fertilization; required clinics to meet the same regulations as surgical centers (down to the
width of the hallways); and required all doctors performing abortions to have admitting privileges at a nearby hospital—the
actual aim being to shutter most of the state’s 42 centers. Davis won the battle that night, but the bill was passed in a
special session and signed into law just three weeks later.
The performance, part of BRIC’s exhibition “Whisper or Shout: Artists in the Social Sphere
(http://bricartsmedia.org/events/contemporary-art/whisper-or-shout-artists-in-the-social-sphere),” on view through May 1,
brought two things into clear focus: how physically hard this feat was (Grullón, like Davis, could not lean on anything, eat,
or even drink water. The artist wore the same, now famous, pink sneakers, though there was no mention of whether she
was also sporting a urinary catheter, as the Senator was), and how emotionally wrenching the subject is for so many.
During Davis’s eleven hours, she covered, sometimes in acute detail: descriptions of medical procedures, discussions
around fetal pain, fetal abnormalities, and terminating pregnancies in situations of rape and incest; and she read hours of
testimony from women and men who recounted their personal experiences of making the decision to have an abortion
themselves, or supporting a loved one through the process.
While not the most extreme physical feat of endurance performed in the name of art, it was challenging to sit by, helplessly
watching and imagining the artist’s physical discomfort. Anyone who witnessed a portion Grullón’s eleven hours, which she
nished around 9pm on Wednesday evening, was likely reminded that Davis’s was not a small battle, rst won and later
lost, but part of a di cult and keenly divisive debat, no doubt with many hard ghts still ahead.

—Juliet Helmke
(Photo: Angelys Ocana)
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At the Bronx Museum: Another Biennial Sets Out With Heart, But
Leads With Resumes
by Whitney Kimball on August 8, 2013 Reviews
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The AIM Biennial at the Bronx Museum (Image courtesy of the Bronx Museum)
In its thirty-three year run, the Bronx Museum’s AIM (Artists in the Marketplace) Program has touched a surprising extent of the New York art world.
It’s rare to go on a gallery tour in this city without coming across one of its alumni, who range from establishment members like Glenn Ligon and
Anton Vidokle, to rising stars like LaToya Ruby Frazier and David Gilbert. And now, AIM’s second Biennial “Bronx Calling”—a recent development
for program alums—adds 73 new members to the roster. It’s a truly diverse showing of New York City-based talent getting its ﬁrst leg up into the art
market. As far as the commercial art world is concerned, AIM is the Bronx Museum’s most signiﬁcant contribution to New York art. So why aren’t
people talking about this?
It’s problem is mainly that “Bronx Calling” does everything it set out to do, and nothing beyond that criteria. First off, this year’s biennial is spread
across New York in four parts (Randall’s Island, Midtown, in the South and North Bronx) which ideally creates both a presence within the Bronx and
the Chelsea-based art world. But there isn’t enough art to ﬁll those spaces with impact, and without a curatorial structure, the sole unifying artistic
goal becomes professionalism.
The show in the Bronx Museum’s single gallery, for example, feels a little like leftovers. A mishmash of sculpture, painting, installation, and video
loosely resembles popular successes like Ryan Trecartin, Wangechi Mutu, Shirin Neshat, Sarah Sze, or Jessica Stockholder. Quickly, you’ll fall into a
steady rhythm: Allison Wall juxtaposes a stain painting, with a video of how it’s made (with her body). Diana Shpungin’s animation Figure and
Ground references both literal and ﬁgurative “ground” with a shovel digging into a penciled texture. Wade Schaming’s Twin Towers sculptures give

new meaning to stacks of post-consumer Kleenex and sandwich containers. Duron Jackson uses imprints from hooded, muscular black models to
comment on race and shared history. Most everybody sets out with a vision for art, an observation about culture, or a social issue.
The show paints a picture of an earnest group diligently applying art to shared problems, but rarely do they galvanize or shift our attitudes. You can’t
really blame the AIM Program for this; the formula gels with a pre-fab art-making which is cultivated virtually everywhere else and simply arrives at
AIM for polishing. Art, through this lens, is wholly without intrigue.

Seldon Yuan and Tatiana Berg, at the Avenue of the Americas Art Gallery (Image courtesy of
the Bronx Museum)
We’re told, for example, that Robert Raphael’s ceramic boxes use “the material of porcelain as a subtly powerful signiﬁer of gender,” and that Miya
Ando makes patinated gradients on steel because she descended from Japanese swordsmiths. Material is farmed like a magic Truffula Tree, which
neatly takes on whatever meaning it’s assigned. The process reminds me of the framing around Olafur Eliasson’s 2008 Public Art Fund work The
Waterfalls, which came with a forty-or-so-page instruction booklet for teachers, with clues on how to read an artwork. “Where else might this material
be found?” it would ask, with lined pages allotted. Whittle down your environment into a neat package, rather than experiment toward something you
didn’t already know.

That said, several of these works could beneﬁt from more time, and a different show. In the Bronx Museum, Jacolby Satterwhite manifests an
emotional response to his mother’s drawings through a professional-grade 3D-rendered animation. In Reifying Desire, he depicts himself ﬂying, and
shooting what looks like lasers at topless women, whose 100-foot-long braids ﬂy around in the air. The special effects are so fantastical, and so
detailed, that it almost distracts from the content; on close inspection, it looks like a visual demonstration of what you think of when someone says
“random.” Some variety could go a long way toward advertising Satterwhite’s exceptional technical skills.
Seldon Yuan’s houseplants work especially well in the Avenue of the Americas Gallery (which is actually the gilded lobby of UBS’s corporate
headquarters, which is kitty-corner from MoMA). Yuan has carved lines of a poem into different leaves of a live plant, so that you can read the plant
as you look at it. A few of the leaves read “a drawing of a sunrise is just a drawing/ a photo of a sunset is only a photo.” I’m not totally sold on the
poem itself, but the gesture comes across as a quiet attempt to sneak meaning in, rather than just announcing it.
In the social department, though, nobody rivals Alicia Grullon, who begs the camera for spare change in her video Five Speeches. Regular MTA riders
know them all: defensive, apologetic, hopeless, uplifting, and entertaining. “I live in a homeless shelter and need some food for me and my kid,” she
explains in the ﬁrst speech. “No, I don’t qualify for social services, I don’t have an address.” In another, she tries hopelessness, reading off a piece of
scrap paper: “I was just released from prison ten months ago, and my mother has recently died.” By the end, she’s strumming a guitar and singing an
off-tune Amazing Grace. “Nothing’s keeping me warm,” she says, “Except for that smile.” She smiles. It had the power of Adrian Piper ﬂatly telling
us “I’m black” in her video Cornered: she scrutinizes a situation with such cold directness that neither viewer nor artist has anywhere left to hide. In
this version, art’s not a job, but something closer to life.
Tagged as: AIM Program, Alicia Grullon, Avenue of the Americas Gallery, Bronx Museum, Jacolby Satterwhite, Miya Ando, Olafur Eliasson, Robert
Raphael, Seldon Yuan
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Peter Herley · Rutgers University
The real problem is that Art world has so many tears to it on till it drop it's foolish way great
shows like this won't get the respect it deserve - Just like back in the early days of Fashion
Moda no body was talking about that Space that put great shows as well and that was in
the Bronx as well.
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